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Abstract

This paper is a study on the neural network to recognize the phonemes, the weight initialization to reduce learning speed, 

and LR parser for continuous speech recognition. The neural network spots the phonemes in continuous speech and LR 

parser parses the output of neural network. The whole phonemes recognized in neural network are divided into several 

groups which are grouped by the similarity of phonemes, and then each group consists of neural network. Each group of 

neural network to recognize the phonemes consisits of that recognize the phonemes of their own group and VGNN(Verify 

Group Neural Network) which judges whether the inputs are their own group or not. The weights of neural network are 

not initialized with random values but initialized from learning data to reduce learning speed. The LR parsing method 

applied to this paper is not a method which traces a unique path, but one which traces several possible paths because the 

output of neural network is not accurate. The parser processes the continuous speech frame by frame as accumulating the 

output of neural network through several possible paths. If this accumulated path-value drops below the threshold value, 

this path is deleted in possible parsing pa나is. This paper applies the continuous speech recognition system to the continuo나s 

Korean digits recognition. The recognition rate of the phonemes is about 83% in speaker dependent. The recognition rate 

of isolated digits is 97% in speaker dependent, and 75% in speaker independent. The recognition rate of continuous digits 

is 74% in speaker dependent.

I. Introduction

In the research area related speech recognition system 

[38][39[40], there are sever이 methods DTW(Dynamic 

Time Warping), 너MM(Hidden Markov Model), ANN 

(Artificial Neural Network) ect[l][2][3]. DTW algorithm 

search the input utterance or candidate X, for optimal 

alignment paths with each word template C. There are 

many variations of the basic DTW and Dynamic Progra

mming algorithms which use different distortion matrix, 

allowable paths, and search procedure. HMM models are 

a method for modeling system with discrete, time-dependent 

behavior characterized by common, short-time "process" 

and transitions between them. Recent, ANN is lively 

researched for speech processing. One of the goals of 

ANN is to process information in a manner similar to 

that of biological neural syste미16][1 기[18].

Several connected speech recognition system were 

developed in America in 7O's[4]. The Hearsay-! and 

Dragon system, which were developed in CMU(Carnegie 

Mellon University), performed a connected speech recog

nition experiment for 102 sentences which consists of 578 

words. Sentence recognition rate of 31% and word recog

nition rate of 55% were obtained in the experiment which 

limited the number of speaker to 4 persons. Sentence rec

ognition rate of 49% and word recognition rate of 83% 

were obtained in the Dragon system when the same data 

was used. Sentence recognition rate of 81% and word 

recognition rate of 97% were obtained in IBM system for 

363 sentences. Dragon and IBM used finite state grammar 

and Hearsay-I did production rule. In early 80's, Hear- 

say-II speech understanding system showed the meaning 

understanding rate of 90% and the continuous speech 

recognition of 73% for the stiff grammar for 1011 words 

[5][6], In 1980, connected speech recognition system, KEAL, 

was developed in France[7]. For 나le 324 sentences which 

consisted of 123 words, by transforming the input speech 

into phoneme symbol and thus by reducing the scanning 

range by using Context Free Grammar, recognition rale 

of 81.5% was obtained. In 나le early 80's SPHINX system 

was developed in CMG and it showed the word recog

nition rate of 94.1% and sentence recognition rate of 69.3 

for 150 sentences which consist of 997 words by using 
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HMM and bigram[8][이. In the early 90's it achieved the 

word recognition rate of 95.5% and the sentence recog

nition rate of 78% by LR method to SPHINX system 

applying[10]. ATR laboratory in JAPAN did the connec

ted speech recognition obtained the recognition rate of 

88.4% in speaker dependent for 279 sentences which 

consisted of 1035 words by converging HMM and LR 

parsing methodfl 1].

In this paper, our goal is to design a NN for continuous 

speech. For processing continuous speech, it is difficult 

for recognition system to use word-unit. Vaiiability of 

speech and the number of vocabulary make it difficult to 

recognize the continuous speech. Therefore I he system 

must be the system of phoneme unit[12]|13]. The processing 

of transition region is the one of important thing in con

tinuous speech by phoneme unit. In conventional NN, 

the transition region has been the one of main mis-recog- 

nition. In proposed paper, the additional VGNN(Verify 

Group Neural Network) can process this transition region 

[14][15]. Not using conventional method in weight 

initialization, VGNN initialize the weight from the learning 

data and this make it possible to shorten the learning 

time and decrease the error. The system precesses the 

phoneme which is recognized in NN, in the continuous 

speech using LR parser.

II. Continuous Speech Recognition System

The whole speech recognition system for continuous 

speech recognition is shown in Fig 1. CDR(C'ontinuous 

Digit Recognition) system was divided into two parts ； one 

is speech recognition part and the other language process 

part[41][42]. Speech processing part consists of 3 layers 

NN(Neural Network) which finds phonemes sequence 

from continuous speech input. We divided the phonemes 

into groups in order to consist the proposed NN and 

define the NN for each group. The NN of each group 

consists of two NN parts, first NN part verify the 

ponemes in group and the second NN part verify whether 

input phoneme belongs to its own group or not. In 

VGNN(Verify Group Neural Network) which was proposed 

in [14][15], there is the weight initialization which initialize 

the weights of NN from the learning data. Language pro

cess part consists LR paser which processes recognized 

phoneme in NN. LR parser begins with LR parsing table 

which was taken from CFG(Context Free Grammar).

2.1 VGNN(Verify Gr이jp Neural Network)

Continuous speech recognition system using conven-

Continuous
Speech '

Fig 1. The block diagram of speech recognition system

tional NN, TDNN[20][21][22], etc have the following 

problems. First, total recognition system extremely depends 

on the NN which verifies the groups. The second, each 

group was never learned for the data of others' group. 

When the random input which doesn't come under its 

own group comes into the NN, network may output high 

value. In this case, we can decrease the output vahie 

which increases the weight of each group's output. But if 

this process occurs, the total recognition system depends 

on the NN which verify the group more and more. To 

solve the above problem, we include the additional network, 

which verify whether the data of each gomp is included 

in its own group or not, inot the system. This additional 

network was called VGNN. The Fig.2 shows the NN 

which finds the phonemes in continuous speech. And an 

example of the NN which verify the k, p, k is shown in 

Fig 3. And weight Initialization too.

Specially transition region, which is difficult to handle 

in continuous speech, can be processed through using 

VGNN. For example, when the input which was not 

learned comes especially in transition region, the system 

doesn's know if the input is included in correct phoneme 

group. Therefore the output of VGNN for the transition 

region is zero because the input is not included in its own 

group. The example of processing transition region is 

shown Fig 4.

the VGNN is very useful for processing continuous 

speech, but the amount of the learning data is very large. 

If the weight is initialized randomly by using conven

tional method, the error is not decreased to the level we 

want. To reduce the learning time of VGNN and to finish 

the learning within the level we want, we must initialize 

the weight from the learning data.
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Fig 2. The lot.시 neural network architecture of spotting the 
phonemes in continuous speech

Fig 3. The neural network of recognizing the k, p, k group and 
VGNN

2.2 Voight Initi히ization for increasing the learning 

speed of NN

In the proposed system, the active function used by the 

nodes of each NN is the hyperbolic tangent function and 

is shown in Fig.5.

px _ 厂x
tanh (X) = 一二厂 (2 니)

ex + e x

Fig 4. (a) The waveform /ko" (b) spectrograph and the output 
of VGNN

Fig 5. Hyperbolic tangent function

2.2.1 The method using SVD(Singular value 

Decomposition)

This method initialize the weight using SVD.[25][27] 

[28], In sin이e hidden layer, the output is

Y = W2 • /(Wl • X + bl • u') + b2 • u‘ (그2)

/(•) is the tangent hyperbolic function in (3-1). X(n, X) 

and Y(m, N) is the matrix of the input and the output. 

Wl(p, n) and bl(p, 1) represent the weight and the bias 

between input layer and hidden layer. W2(p, n) and b2(p, 2) 

represent the weight and bias between hidden layer and 

output layer. u(N, 1) represent the unit vector. In case 

that the NN operates in linear area of sigmoid function 

and bl -0, the equation (2-2) is simplified as

P=W2 • Wl • X + b2 • iT (2-3)

in this equation is reformed for the W1W2, it is shown 

below

Wl • W2느(P — bl - u') • X-i (2-4)

X is decomposited lo X = U • £ ♦ V' by SVD and the 

equation (2-4) is represented as
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W1 - W2 = (P-bl • ul) • V ■ E-1 - IL (2-5)

If the number of hidden layer is H,

W1 • W2 = (P — bl • u[) * VH • E；' - U； (2-6)

In this case, the possible decomposition is

W2 = (P-b2 • u‘)• V„ • T"' and W1 =T • E；' • U；

(2-7)

T is the intentional matrix which exists inverse matrix 

of(H, H)

2.2.2 The method using the center of 이uster

This paper uses the weight initialization method which 

verifies the center of cluster between the hidden layer and 

the input layer, and initialize the weight between the hid

den layer and the output layer using SVD(Singular Value 

Decomposition)[14](15][26]. The block diagram of the 

weight initialization method is shown in Fig.6.

Initialized NN

Fig 6. The block diagram of weight initialization

2.2.3 The weight initialization between Input layer and 

Hidden layer] 19]

The weight initialization between Hidden and Input 

layer is processed to verify the cluster center of the learning 

data. First, the cluster center and the data for 3 group in 

2ed dimension is shown in Fig. 7 (a). The thich point 

shows the center cluster. Fig.7 (b) shows the boundary 

line which is divided by two vertically for the center cluster. 

The equation of boundary line, which verify boundary 

between the center two cluster and represented as

. (p_Q)_X(p< p-Q/Q) = 0 (2-8)

(a) 3 groups and each clusters of them

(b) A boundary lines for Fig (a)

Fig 7. Three groups and the their bisectional lines in two di
mension

P and Q is the vector which represents the cluster 

center. For example, the two cluster center in 2ed dimension 

P(pl, p2), Q(ql, q2) are represented as

X| ,(力1 -Ql) + X2 •(力2一0)+ ；(力;~Q\ +
(2-9)

We define the hyperplant segment, which verify the 

center between two cluster. The sign of Kx) determine 

where the input x will be located in boundary and the 

quantity of f(x) represent the how far it is located from 

the hyperplane. We initialize the weight between hidden 

layer and input layer for the node in hidden layer to pro

cess the object of hyperplane segment which verify the 

two center cluster. First we represent the output function

/(X) = XZ - (P-Q)-y (P, P-QZQ) (2-10)

of ith node in output layer,
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(X) = O, = ^ (E Wi, - s, (X) + b,) (2-11)
j

represent the output of ith node in hidden layer, and rep

resent tangent hyperbolic function

s"X) = g(奶(X))느g(£ wik • 勺 +们) (2-12)
k

represent the input of ith hidden layer, hyperplane 

equation

如(X)드!: wik - 独+ S = W1‘ -X + (2니3)
k J

To classify the 2 center cluster for the hidden layer, 

equation (2-13) and (2-10) must be equal. Therefore the 

weight between input layer and hidden layer is initialized 

as (2-14)

Wi广邛• (P-Q)

P: scaling factor (2-14)
毎=—j -(P，- P-Q' - Q)

2.2.4 The weight initialization between output layer 

and bidden layer

The weight between output layer and Hidden layer is 

initialized with the output of hidden layer and presigmodial 

activation of desired output vector using SVD. The 

presigmodial activation is the v시니e of input in output 

layer. The outp나I value of hidden layer in kth pattern for 

initialized input and hidden layer and itsd equation is

4 = (s(£ Wu •瞞+ bj, s(E w2t - & +妇,…，

s (£ "海• Pkt + 缶/ 1 -0) (2-15)

If the input of the output layer in kth pattern is Ok 

(presigmodial activation) the weight between hidden layer 

and output layer is represented by

I. 6

；XW2= ； , I X W2 - O (2-16)

\n OH

To solve the above equation, for I, wc search the 

inverse matrix using SVD

W2 느 1'XO (2-17)

3. LR Parser for the continuo냐s speech recognition

3.1 LR Parsing

LR parsing was introduced by Kunth for the translating 

programming language and can be applied to context free 

grammar[29]. LR parser was parsed by LR parsing table 

which consists of two tables；action table and goto table. 

Action table determines the which action should be taken 

by parser next time, ACTION[s, a], from the present 

input symbol a and status s of the top in present stack. 

Action have four kinds of class； shift, reduce, accept and 

error. Shift means the action that moves the input symbol 

to, stack and reduce that replace the value of stack as 

much as the value of the left value in production rule and 

accept shows whether the input string is correct in gram

mar or not, error shows incorrect sentence because the 

present input symbol can not be represented in that 

status. Goto table determine the status of the next parser 

from status s and grammar symbol A. The basic LR 

parsing is summarized as follows.

Step 1. Initialization

:make the pointer p indicate the first symbol of 

the input

Stpc 2. Refer to ACTION [s, a]

:s is the status, which is represented by top of the 

stack, and a is the input s symbol, which was 

indicated by pointer p.

Step 3. If ACTION [s, a|- "shift s'”

then put the status s' to the top of the stack and 

let the pointer p indicate the next input symbol.

Step 4. If ACTION |s, a] = "reduce A-카广

then remove symbol I 们 in stack put the status 

indicated by Go[이s, A] to the stack

Step 5. If ACTION [s, a] = "accept"

then string sequence is recognized the correct sen

tence and end the parsing

Step 6. If ACTION [s, a| = "error"

then string sequence is misrecognized to correct 

sentence and ends the parsing fail.

Setp 7. return to 2 step.

3.2 Parsing method applied for speechl 12][ 13]| 30] 

131 H 32]|33]| 34 ]

Conventional LR parsing method, which was parsed by 

input character, traces the only path. This method can't 

be applied to speech because the phoneme symbol 

changed in speech is not always correct and the various 

possible paths must be parsed. One frame of phoneme is 

represented the value of the possibility for the each 

symbols by the output value of the NN which verifies the 

phonemes. The parser processes the uttered speech by one 

frame in adding the value of the possibility for these pho
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neme symbols through various paths. If the possibility of 

the added value is below some degree, the input symbol 

which has that value is out of the parsing path. In this 

paper, the proposed parser processes the speech by the 

frame. In this case, if the same phonemes are represented 

several time, we let the CFG(Context Free Grammar) to 

process theses cases. When the parser is processed by 

CFG, it can be processed for the repeated paths. In this 

case, parser take the path which has the maximum possi

bility and reject it for the repeated path. For example, the 

pronounced /il/ can be the phoneme sequence of / illll/ 

or /illll/. In these two cases, as the same continuous 

speech is processed, one path which has the high possi

bility value is taken and the others rejected. In this paper, 

the applied parser is processed by following steps[12][13].

In the above figure, parser initialized the M cells in 

order to parse for the possibility of M cells. And then 

each cell divided into N cell through the input symbol 

and each cell process the action by parsing table. For the 

each cell proposed by action from the cell in repeated 

paths, the cells which have maximum possibility value 

remains and the others are rejected and sorted descendant 

order. Finally, in the sorted cells, M cells are taken and 

the others rejected.

4.1 Experiment for phoneme

The number of continuous digit utterance are total 14. 

Tot시 phoneme used in the proposed system is shown 

table 4-1 and this is the case for isolated digiis. In con

tinuous digits, because of the co-articulation effect, addi

tive phonemes are needed as shown below

Fig 8. The procedure of LR parsing

IV. Simulation result and Discussion

For simulation test, the speech signal was sampled at 

lOKhz, low-pass filtered at 4Khz and digitized with a 16 

bits A/D converter in TMS320C30 board. The simulation 

was performed by using personal computer (IBM-PC/ 

Pentium 75Mhz). The procedure of extracting feature 

parameter for in put speech is shown in Fig. 9.

Low*pass F ilte r | 
7 0 H z - 4 5 00 Hz ^丿

G2 order LPG CepstralCoefficient

J A /D C onversion
I 1 6 b it, 1 0 KHz Sam p lin g J

■

1 Pre-em phasis
I Jz丿 느 S 0.9 5 J

으

Hamming Window
w (n) 드 0.5 4 - 0.4cos(2nn / N -1)

______________ *_________________

C 1 2 order L P C Coe ff ic ie nD

Fig 9. The extraction of feature parameter

Table 1. The phoneme generating in the continuous digit

CONSONANTS Group I k 공구

P 팔

k「 육

Group 2 s 삼사

ch 칠

Group 3 m 삼

U 공

I 팔

VOWELS Group 4 a 삼사 팔

0 오공

u 구

oo 육

i 일이 칠

e 에
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Table 2. The additive phoneme by coarticulation

Additional phoneme r 从 T1

Utterance digit /I에/,/7 에/,/8 에/ / 13/,/63/,/73/,/83/ /60/,/69/

4.1.1 Experiment varices number of hidden layer

Another important thing in structuring NN is the num

ber of hidden layers. If the number of hidden layer is too 

small, it takes much time for learning and the error 
doesn'rtiecrease the level to the degree we want. Namely, 

the NN has the small number of weight to learn whole 

learning data. If the number of hidden layer is too large, 

the number of learning time decrease but the lar응e number 

of weight brings much calculation. The result of the number 

of hidden layer is shown in table 4-3.

cepstrum
Table 3. The phoneme recognition of the order of LPC

Order p = 11 p — 12 p = 16 p - 20

Learning rate 92.9 93.4 93.8 93.5

Recognition Rate 95.5 96.1 .96,5 94.5

The experiment for the four weight initialization is 

shown ta비e 4-4, too.

Table 4. The phoneme recognition of the number of hidden 
node

No. of hidden layer 20 48 78 90

Learning rate 93.4 93.8 94.1 96.4

Recognition rate 96.1 97.2 97.9 96.8

4.1.2 Experiment for the whole phonemes

The recognition rate is shown table 4-5 after initializing 

the weight for 나le center of 이uster.

weight initialization
Table 5- The phoneme recognition experiment of the four

random Nguyen-Widrow SVD Center of cluster

No. of 
ineration

3245 429 1 47

Error 0.005 0.005 0.0027 0.005

Learning Rate 100% 100% 100% 100%

Recognition
Rate

92.1% 89.4% 68.6% 91.3%

4.1.3 Experiment for the VGNN

As shown above table, 나le recognition rate for VGNN 

is better than each phonemes. Because each group for the 

speech is grouped, the LPC cepstrum coefficient of input 

speech is little overlaid in vector dimension.

4.2 Experiment for is이ated digit

In Fig 10, the recognition result is shown for isolated 

digit of LR parser in Top 3 and in table 4-7, the recog

nition result for isolated digit in speacker dependent and 

independent is shown.

Table 6. The recognition rate of total phoneme

Phoneme No. of 
hidden layer

Initial recognition 
rate(%)

Recognition rate 
after learning]%)

Group 1 k 27 75.8 82.1

P 71.4 79.3

k厂 74.2 84.3

Group 2 s 9 83.3 91.2

ch 79.3 89.7

Group 3 m 27 83.6 87.0

n 83.1 88.9

1 73.7 82.5

Vowel a 26 92.8 100.0

o 94.2 94.2

u 85.3 97.8

oo 91.7 94.2

i 84.5 92.5

e 89.5 99.6
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Ta이e 7. The recognition rate of four VGNN

Intial Recognition 
rate(%)

Recognition rate 
after learning]%)

Group l(k, p, k「) 94.5 96.5

Group 2(s, sh) 96.1 97.3

Group 3(m, r], 1) 95.7 95.8

Group 4(a, o, u, oo, i, e) 89.1 97.8

o
c
o
o
f
l
o
o
o
o
o
 

M
W
8
7
&
S
4
3
2
 

—

Fig 10. The recognition result of LR parser in Top 3

4.3 Experiment for continuous digit

The reference pattern used in continuous digit recog

nition experiment is shown table 4-8, and this consists of 

the whole case in continuous digit uttered. The 21 con

tinuous digits pattern is shown below.

Table 8. The recognition result of isolated digit
(a) speaker dependent (b) speaker independent

Digit 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 10

1 10

2 1 9

3 10

4 1 9

5 100

6 10

7 10

8 10

9 1 9

(a)

(b)

Digit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 28 12

1 30 6 4

2 6 34

3 30 8 2

4 10 26 4

5 2 2 36

6 2 1 26 3 8

7 8 31 1

8 4 8 1 27

9 10 4 26

6 male speakers are participated in recognition exper

iment. 3 male speaker's data is used for speaker depen

dent experiment and the other 3 male speaker's is for 

speaker independent. The result is shown in table 4-9.

Table 9. The reference pattern of continuous digit

Telephone No. Telephone No.

1 512에 0257 12 270에 9483

2 630 에 1349 13 396에 0011

3 745 에 6780 408에 6281

4 826에 9318 15 689에 6542

5 904에 03기 16 209에 19기

6 910에 2388 17 147에 3324

7 843에 4616 18 986에 5066

8 729에 5522 19 569에 1775

9 607에 7641 20 795에 9785

10 358에 8736 21 448에 1234

11 153에 0599

4.4 Discussion

First, the size of the input layer is determined by input 

vector. Experimentally using 12 order LPC cepstrum 

coefficient, 96.1% recognition rate is gotten which is the 

best score and the size of hidden layer is determined by 

minimum number through the number of VQ(Vector 

Quantization)[44][45] cluster experimentally. There is 

much time for learning NN. But when the weight is 

initialized with the center of cluster, learning time is much 

decreased and good recognition result is made. In NN, 

the recognition of phoneme frame by frame has much 

bad result. But as using the restriction for the grammar 

of continuous speech, the continuous speech is processed 

effectively by parser. These parser is made by CFG which 

modeled continuous speech by grammar. There is a indis

tinct thing for the grammar recognizing continuous digit. 

This is shown in Fig. 11.

The above grammar, if the digits /22 / or / 55 / come, 

the parser doesn't know when to reduce or shift after

TWO : I 1 :
； I I

FIVE : O ； 八
O : o O 

' I o

Fig 11. The grammar which contains two shift/reduce pro
blems.
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which the phoneme symbol. In this paper, parser 

determines the shift or reduce by silence region. But when 

the input speech comes continuously, there isn't a silence 

region behind the /2/ or /5/. In practice, phoneme rec

ognition system, after the silence region is removed, the 

phoneme symbol is given to the parser. This is the reason 

why the system recognizes the continuous digit real time. 

But for the silence region of the above two cases, tit is 

designed for the system give the silence region to the 

parser.

V. Conclusion

We proposed the NN and the LR parser for recognizing 

the continuous digit. For the continuous speech recog

nition, we proposed the VGNN, for the learning time, 

proposed weight initialization with the clustering of 

center, for the continuous speech recognition from the 

output of NN, proposed the LR parsing method. In this 

paper the VGNN consists of 3 layer NN and this 

processes well in continuous system for the transition 

region effectively. When the weight is initialized with the 

center of cluster, we got the decrement of learning time 

and the good recognition result. The proposed continuous 

speech system of phoneme unit using VGNN and LR 

parser determines the vocabulary learns the phoneme and 

designs the LR parser with CFG. This can be extended 

easily not only continuous digit but continuous speech.

In this paper, the recognition rate of continuous digit is 

74% in speaker dependent and 59% in speaker indepen

dent.
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